
Port Ellen Distillery 
Renfrewshire, Isle of Islay 
SCOTLAND PA42 7AH 
 
Established:  1825  
Founder:  Alexander Kerr Mackay with the support of Walter Frederick Campbell, Laird of Islay.  
Mackay soon failed and was replaced by John Morrison, Patrick Thomson and George 
Maclennan.  In 1833, John Ramsay  became the owner and operated it for 59-years (1892). 
Neighbors:  Laphroaig, Ardbeg, Lagavulin, Bowmore 
Status:   Inactive/Mothballed (1983); Closed (1987); Dismantled (1990) 
History:   The distillery of Port Ellen was built in 1824-25 by Alexander Kerr Mackay with the 
support of the Laird Walter Campbell, on the site of a mill. In 1824 the official test of the spirit 
safe (i.e., to determine whether it would affect the quality of the spirit) was made at Port Ellen 
and around that same time, experiments with continuous distillation ("Patent" or "Coffey" still) 
were made by Robert Stein and Aenas Coffey. Alexander Kerr Makay bankrupted within months 
of starting up and 3 relatives managed the distillery successively. In 1832, John Ramsay and his 
cousins John and Thomas Morrison took over the distillery. In 1842, the stocks of whisky were 
of 7399 gallons (circa 33700 L). Much of the success was due to direct export with North 
America. In 1848, Port Ellen warehouse n°1 was reputed as being the first duty free whisky 
warehouse in United Kingdom. The distillery considerably expanded during the 1860s under the 
ownership of John Ramsay until his death in 1892. The distillery was then operated by his wife, 
Mrs Ramsay until her death in 1906 when the estate passed to her son, Captain Iain Ramsay. 
The business struggle during the World War 1 and Captain Ramsay sold the assets and property 
to the Port Ellen Distillery Co. Ltd in 1920, and on liquidation of that company the assets were 
transferred to the company set up by John Dewar & Sons Ltd and W.P. Lowrie and Company Ltd 
and Co, The company merged with The Distillers Company Limited (DCL) in 1925. The distillery 
closed during the 1930 depression (in 1929) and was transferred to the DCL's subsidiary: 
Scottish Malt Distillers Ltd. At that time, there was enough whisky in the warehouse to last for 
40 years. The distillery was then used for 36 years as a maltings and warehouse, before 
resuming production. Rebuilding started in 1966 and was completed on April 1, 1967 at a cost 
of £400,000. It included renewal of the barley intake and dressing plant, a new steeping vessel 
for then barn N°2, and reconstruction of the kiln N°2. Malt storage was refurbished, the mill 
room rebuilt, a new mash tun and receiver were installed and the stills heated by direct fire 
were increased from 2 to 4 and fitted with temperature and fill height sensors. In 1970, the 
stills were converted to steam heating and the boiler replaced. The maltings were finally closed 
in 1973 when the new maltings was opened alongside the site. The distillery closed in 1983 and 
the still house, along other buildings was demolished 20 years later and license cancelled in 
1992.  
Location:   1-mile west of Laphroaig. 
House Style:   Complex, oily, peppery, salty, herbal, medicinal, clean and firm.  Lightly phenolic, 
peat smoke with iodine, Gentler than the other south shore distilleries (Ardbeg, Lagavulin & 
Laphroaig). 
Water Source:   Leorin Lochs 
Capacity:   1.7-Mlpa per year   -   Output:  Zero 
4 Pot Stills:   2 Wash stills, 2 Spirit stills 
Casks:  Bourbon (80%); sherry (20%) 
Blend Partners:  King of Scot, Big Peat, JW and King George V. 
Sister Distilleries:   Caol Ila and Lagavulin distilleries on Islay 
Peat Source:   Duich Moss (the nearby bog)    



Malt Spec (Phenols):   35 ppm (sourced) and 40-60 ppm (floor maltings); both mixed to together 
prior to mashing. 
 
Notations:  (1) In 1833-1836, PE was taken over by and later sold to John Ramsay.  He 
pioneered export to the U.S., pioneered the use of the ‘spirit safe’ with inventor Septimus Fox 
and persuaded the government to allow Islay whiskies to matured under lock and key in 
‘bonded warehouses’ on a duty-free basis.  PE was the first distillery to use bonded 
warehouses.  Under John Ramsey, the distillery conducted some of the earliest experiments 
into continuous distillation with both Stein and Coffey, the inventors of Grain whisky distillation 
and the related equipment and systems.  In his spare time, Ramsay had become Islay’s 
agriculture expert to the extent that the Glasgow Herald regularly published his column on that 
subject. In 1855, Ramsay bought Kildalton and became the landlord of Laphroaig, Lagavulin and 
Ardbeg.  He established a steamboat service to the mainland.  Finally, Ramsay provided funds 
to those starving Islanders that fed Scotland for North American during the dreaded land 
clearances and bad economy of the mid-19th century.  He took a trip to Canada to provide 
more money during a difficult period there.  In summary, Mr. John Ramsay was quite a man.  
(2) PE was mothballed from 1930 to 1967 (37-years).  Then it was active for only 16-years until 
it was permanently closed in 1983.   (3) In 1987, an agreement was signed with all of the Islay 
distillery owners to buy malt from the PE Maltings for the purpose of preserving local 
employment.   (4) As PE has been closed for 30-years, bottlings of the rare and Iconic Islay PE 
malt are becoming very short in supply and increasingly expensive. 
 
Legal Name:   Port Ellen Distillers Ltd 
Owner (Parent):   DCL since 1929 (Diageo plc) 
Distiller Licensee:   Low Robertson & Co. of Edinburgh 
Elevation:   1-m MSL (3.3-feet above mean sea level) 
 



 

Lochside Distillery 
Brechin Road 
Montrose, Angus 
SCOTLAND  DD10 9AD 
 
Pronunciation:   LOCK-side  
Translation:   Named after the nearby Mary’s Loch. 
Slogan:   ? “Gone but not forgotten” ? 
Region (District):   Highland (Eastern)  
Neighbors:   It is closest to Glencadam distillery in Brechin and a 2-hour drive from Ardmore. 
Established:   1957 (Some claim 1833) 
Founder:   Joseph Hobbs (owner of Ben Nevis, Bruichladdich, Glenury Royal, Glenkinchie and 
North Esk distilleries) converted from an old Deuchar’s Brewery (1781) with the installation of 
one patent still and, soon thereafter, four copper pots stills.  As was his M.O. at Ben Nevis, 
Hobbs experimented with ‘blending at birth’ whereby new make pot still spirit was blended 
with new make column still spirit prior to filling (barrel entry) to be jointly aged.  Upon Hobbs’ 
death in 1961, grain distillation ended and the column still was removed. 
Status:   Mothballed: 1992; Closed: 1996; Dismantled: 1997; Burnt: 2004; Demolished: March 
2005.  
Date of Last Distillation:   June 1992 
Location:   Situated by the Angus port of Montrose  The local area from early times was known 
as ‘Clayshades’ which refers to the clay area to the south and west of the distillery. At some 
point before 1830 the brewery was referred to as ‘Lochside’ on land title/deed documents.  The 
name Lochside derives from the distillery standing beside a small loch, Mary’s Loch (which was 
used to provide water for production until it later dried out).  
House Style:   Fruity, dry and sometimes oily.  Described by Murray McDavid as “the Springbank 
of the East”. 
Water Source:   After Mary’s Well (its name sake) dried up, an artesian well beneath the 
distillery supplied provided an ample supply of water (albeit hard water).  The risk of drawing 
up saline (brackish) water, due to the proximity to the sea, must have been high.   
Barley:   ?   
Malt Spec (phenol):   0-ppm (Unpeated) 
Gristmill:   ?    
Mashing Equipment:   1 cast iron Mash Tun (6-ton). 
Strike Temperature (1st waters):   ? C  
Washbacks:   9 S/S Washbacks (35,000-L) 
Yeast:   ?-kg dry/cream/liquid Distillers/Brewers yeast (Mauri) 
Worts Strike Temperature (for Yeast Pitch):   ? C 
Fermentation:   ? hours (short); ? hours (long) 
4 Pot Stills:   2 Wash @ 20,000-L; 2 Spirits @ 20,000-L  
1 Coffey Column Still:   67-feet in height 
Casks:   Ex-bourbon barrels and hogshead (mostly refill) 
Warehouse:   1 on-site dunnage warehouse (WH was demolished in 1999; others structures in 
2005)   
Distillation Capacity:   2.5-Mlpa (1991)   -   Current Output:   N/A    
OB’s:   10-yo OB was marketed from 1987 to 1991.  Bulk whisky was bottled as SM in Spain and 
IBs in Scotland. 
Blending Role:   Single Malt: 1%, Blends: 99% (JWS best guess based on internet sources) 



Blend Partner:  Sandy MacNab Blended Scotch and bulk sales to Spain (Lochside distillery was 
the base malt in the McNab blend.  Since much of the distillery production went into blends or 
was exported for sale in Spain, few lovers of whisky had an opportunity to sample Lochside and 
it never earned a reputation as a single malt.  In those rare instances where Lochside was 
bottled (rather than departing from the distillery in bulk to a centralized facility for off-site 
filling, maturation and blending), it was largely bottled by independent bottlers.  Lochside single 
malt is becoming scarce and is getting expensive.  The saddest truth is that Lochside was an 
outstanding whisky. 
Former Names:   Deuchar’s Brewery 
Notations:   (1) The Lochside distillery started its life as a brewery which was built in 1781. 
James Deuchar & Sons Ltd. (a brewery based in Newcastle upon Tyne that would later grow 
into Scottish & Newcastle) purchased the property in 1930.  Deuchar hired legendary architect 
Charles Doig to rebuild it in the continental style with a tall tower (resembling a castle keep) 
and a pitched roof. (2) Murray McDavid used a nickname for Lochside; they called it 
"Springbank of the East".   (3) One of the shareholders of Macnab Distilleries Ltd. was Joseph W. 
Hobbs who also owned the Ben Nevis distillery in Fort William. Just like Ben Nevis, Lochside 
used to produce both malt and grain whisky.  (4) Lochside is located circa 60-kms north of 
Edinburgh in the Eastern Highlands. 
 
Management Team: 
Master Distiller:  
Distillery Manager: 
Production Manager:  
Legal Name of Distillery:   MacNab Distillers Ltd. 
Owner (Parent):  Destilerias y Crainza del Whisky S.A. (aka “DYC” of Madrid, Spain) (Allied 
Domecq Ltd) 
Distiller Licensee:   MacNab Distilleries Ltd.   
Altitude:   15-m MSL (49-feet above mean sea level)    
 
“Lochside became a stable mate of Ardmore when Allied Lyons bought Pedro Domecq (owners 
of Lochside) in 1994 and changed name to Allied Domecq. The spirits arm was called Allied 
Distillers and Lochside was absorbed into it. The main output of the distillery was for Whisky 
DYC (Spanish Whisky) and for McNab’s (a blended Scotch). The distillery was mothballed 
however and the spirit for these brands obtained from elsewhere within the Allied stable of a 
dozen distilleries, including Ardmore.   Currently, Whisky DYC and Ardmore/Teacher’s are all 
part of Beam Suntory  but my colleague, Gordon Grant (Ardmore & Laphroaig engineering 
manager) was probably the last man to see it as he recovered the last pieces of usable 
equipment from the Distillery before the site was sold on for development.   As you know, it 
had a relatively short, but chequered career as a malt (and grain) whisky distillery but had a 
much more illustrious history as a brewery and was until recently, the only brewery, outside of 
the Tyne Brewery in Newcastle, to have brewed the famous Newcastle Brown Ale (the Tyne 
brewery is now shut and “Newky Brown” is brewed elsewhere.   As far as location is concerned, 
it is closest to Glencadam distillery in Brechin – it’s about a 2 hour drive from Ardmore.”  
10/4/14 email from Alistair Longwell (Distillery Manager @ Ardmore Distillery) to JWS 



 

Glenesk Distillery (aka Hillside, Montrose, North Esk & Highland Esk) 
Kinnaber Road 
Hillside, Montrose, Angus 
SCOTLAND  DD10 9EP 
 
Name:  Glenesk (aka Hillside, Montrose, North Esk & Highland Esk) 
Meaning:  ‘Esk’ is derived from uisge, Gaelic for ‘water’. 
Region (District):   Highlands (Eastern)  
Neighbors:   Lochside, Fettercairn, North Port, Glencadam. 
Established:  1897    
Founder:   James Isles, a wine merchant in Dundee, in partnership Septimus Parsonage & 
Company, converted the mill into ‘Highland Esk’ distillery (1897).  Name was changed to ‘North 
Esk’ in 1897, ‘Montrose’ in 1938, ‘Hillside’ in 1964 and finally ‘Glenesk’ in 1980.  Joseph Hobbs 
dba National Distillers of America, purchased it in 1938 and, with the installation of a patent 
still, converted it into a grain distillery.  In 1954, DCL took over operations and resumed malt 
distillation in 1964. 
Status:  Closed: December 1985 (Dismantled: 1996) 
Water Source:   North Esk River (the purer branch of the river) 
Location:  Situated within a converted flax mill on the bank of the River South Esk on the edge 
of the fertile Mearns district, a good barley growing area. 
House Style:    
Total Stills:   4 Pot Stills (2 Wash, 2 Spirit)  
Capacity:   Unknown  
Blend Partner:   VAT-69 
Phone:   N/A 
Visitor Center:   No  
Website:   No  
Official Bottlings:   Yes, but those were bottled in the 1970’s and 1980’s 
Historic Names:   Glenesk, Glen Esk, Hillside, Highland Esk, North Esk and Montrose 
Notations:  (1) No distillery has been known by so many names!  (2) Glenesk Maltings was 
purchased by Pauls Malt Ltd in 1996 and is now owned by Greencore, an Irish company and the 
sixth largest malt producer in the world. 
 
Legal Name:  Highland Esk Distillers Ltd 
Owners:   Scottish Malt Distillers (DCL/Diageo plc) 
Distiller Licensee:   William Sanderson & Sons Ltd (DCL) 
Altitude:   15-m MSL (49-feet above mean sea level)    



 

Brora Distillery 
Brora, Sutherland 
SCOTLAND  KW9 6LR 
 
Pronunciation:   ‘BRORE-ah’  
Translation:   ‘A bridge and river’ (derived from the Norse word Brua-a) 
Slogan:   "The Lagavulin of the North" “They should have closed the distillery 50-m to the east” 
Region (District):   Highlands (Northern)  
Neighbors:   Clynelish, Balblair, Glenmorangie & Old Pulteney 
Established:   1819  
First Distillation:  1819    
Status:  Inactive/Closed (May 1983; though its buildings and stills remain, it’s unlikely to ever 
reopen or to be sold to a third party) 
Founder:  The Marquis of Stafford (George Granville Leveson-Gower who, after marrying into 
the Sutherland family, became the first Duke of Sutherland) founded it as Clynelish Distillery. 
Location:  On the NE coast of northern Scotland, the distillery is situated in the seaside village of 
Brora in the Parish of Clyne, some 70-miles due north of Inverness, and near the North Sea. 
House Style:  Richly textured with an elegant smokiness.  There is little similarity between either 
the distilleries of Brora and Clynelish or their whiskies.  Brora is a classic example of Scotland's 
fine pagoda-topped distilleries, whereas Clynelish is widely regarded as a modern monstrosity.  
Sadly, this classic distillery was lost in the spate of closures in 1983.  A much-loved malt, which 
will probably perform well at future auctions once the few remaining casks are bottled. 
Water Source:  Clynemilton Burn (for Production & Cooling)   
Barley:    Sourced from farms on the Black Isle and Northern Highlands. 
Malt Spec (phenols):   Historically, its standard was 0-ppm; Heavily peated malt @ 40-ppm 
(1969-1977) 
Peat Source:   Clynelish Moss, near the distillery 
Gristmill:  1 Porteus Malt Mill (4-roller) 
Mashtun: 1 cast traditional mashtun (unusually shallow at 3 feet 6 inches by 13 feet across).  
Washbacks:   4 Scottish larch WBs @ 13,600-L (quite small) 
Fermentation:   80 hours 
2 Pot Stills:  1 Wash @ 22,506-L (4,953 USG), 1 Spirit @ 17,772-L (3,911 USG) 
Condensers:   Worm tub coolers 
LW & F Receivers:   Cast iron  
Casks:   Ex-bourbon barrels and hogsheads 
Warehouse:   2 very long dunnage WH’s for spirit retained for Single Malt (6,000 casks); Now 
used by Clynelish. 
Capacity:   1.5-Mlpa per year   
Output:   None     
Visitor Center:   Yes  
Tours:   Yes 
OB’s:   14 yr and a Distillers Edition (Oloroso seco sherry finished) 
Blending Role:   95% Blends, 5% Single Malt 
Blend Partner:   Unknown 
Sister Distillery:   Clynelish Distillery (August 1967) 
Parent-Owned Distilleries (28):  Auchroisk, Benrinnes, Blair Athol, Caol Ila, Cardhu, Clynelish, 
Cragganmore, Dailuaine, Dalwhinnie, Dufftown, Glen Elgin, Glen Ord, Glen Spey, Glendullan, 
Glenkinchie, Glenlossie, Inchgower, Knockando, Lagavulin, Linkwood, Mannochmore, Mortlach, 



Oban, Roseisle, Royal Lochnagar, Strathmill, Talisker & Teaninich. 
Parent-Owned Blends (Partial Listing):  Bell’s, Black & White, Buchanan’s, Bulloch Lade, 
Chequers, Crawford’s, Dimple (Pinch), Haig, J & B, Johnnie Walker, McCallum’s, Old Parr, 
Sanderson’s, Spey Royal, VAT 69, White Horse & Windsor Premier.  
Former Names:    ‘Clyneleish’ and ‘Clynelish #1’ 
Notations:   (1) Brora was the first ‘purpose built’ distillery in Scotland (to provide a use for his 
barley).  For the purpose of improving his wife’s vast northern estates, the Marquis removed 
some 15,000 tenants from the land (the Highland Clearance of 1800-1820), to make space for 
sheep and barley.  With fire from their torches, in perhaps the most brutal of the clearances, his 
estate managers removed thousands of families from their ancestral homes and burnt them 
down, furnishings and all.  The miserable inhabitants, reduced to destitution, were then either 
shipped off to North America or Australia (often with little say in the matter), or moved to 
miserable dwellings along the shore, to be replaced by a few shepherds.  Donald McLeod, a 
Sutherland crofter, wrote about the events he witnessed: “The consternation and confusion 
were extreme. Little or no time was given for the removal of persons or property; the people 
striving to remove the sick and the helpless before the fire should reach them; next, struggling 
to save the most valuable of their effects. The cries of the women and children, the roaring of 
the affrighted cattle, hunted at the same time by the yelling dogs of the shepherds amid the 
smoke and fire, altogether presented a scene that completely baffles description – it required 
to be seen to be believed.” Anyway, in the midst of this carnage the good Marquis, concerned 
no doubt for the moral welfare of his people, found time to worry about the illegal distillation 
of whisky. After all, as one contemporary observed, bootlegging “nursed the people in deceit 
and vice,” and so clearly had to be put to a stop.  In 1819 therefore, a year in which in a single 
night 250 crofts (crude hut-like homes) were burnt to the ground, he spent £750 on building a 
fine new distillery to provide a market for the locally grown grain.  It was a template of its kind 
in the Highland and, a few years later, in the Lowlands.  As history records, the spent grains 
were used for feed for an adjacent piggery; coal from the local mines fired the stills; the pigs’ 
manure helped reclaim moorland to grow more barley which was malted for the distillery 
which, in time, prospered.  The original set up was expanded and evidently enjoyed further 
success in the Lowland Clearances (1840-1860).     (2)  Brora was mothballed in August 1968 
only to have the weather gods intervened. Due to drought, Port Ellen distillery wasn’t able to 
meet its production quota of peated malt whisky that SMD needed for its blends. Forced by 
these circumstances, SMD designated Brora to produce heavily peated spirit (40-ppm) in May 
1969.   (3) When the drought end, SMD decided to rebuild Caol Ila Distillery (1972-1974) and 
the continued need for Brora which continued to produce heavily peated spirit.  In late 1973, 
Brora switched to the production of unpeated spirit until its permanent closure in May 1983.   
(4) In its heyday, Brora distilled the peatiest spirit on the mainland with malted barley at 40-
ppm, more than most Islay malts.  For its first 140-years of operations, Brora’s barley was 
peated at only 10-12 ppm.   (5) Although its buildings (including stills and feints and spirit 
receivers) remain denoting its potential for a future resumption of operations, it’s most unlikely 
that Brora will ever reopen.  As it is situated next to Clynelish, it is unlikely that Diageo would 
sell it to a third party.  There isn’t sufficient space for 2 separate owner/operators.   
 
Legal Name of Distillery:   James Ainslie & Co. Ltd. 
Owner (Parent):   DCL, 1912 / SMD, 1930 (United Distillers & Vintners (Diageo) Ltd., 1997 
Distiller Licensee:   Ainslie & Heilbron (Distillers) Ltd. 
US Importer:   Diageo North America, Inc. 
Altitude:   21-m MSL (69-feet above mean sea level) 



 

Coleburn Distillery 
Longmorn, by Elgin 
Moray 
SCOTLAND IV38 8GN 
 
Pronunciation:   ‘COLE-bin’ 
Translation/Origin:   The name recollects that charcoal was made nearby. 
Region (District):   Speyside (Lossie) 
Neighbors:   Longmorn, Benriach, Glenlossie, Linkwood & Glen Moray 
Established:   1897 (Charles Doig, Architect) 
Date of First Distillation:   1897 
Last Distillation:    March 28, 1985 
Founder:   John Robertson and Son Ltd (a Dundee blending house established in 1827).  John 
Grant was the first distillery manager and remained so for more than 30-years. 
Location:   Situated in lovely site in Glen of Rothes and adjacent to a branch line of the Great 
North of Scotland Railway, with its own small station and siding.  It was described by its founder 
as:  “Faced on one side by a plantation of Scotch firs and birches, and swept by the cool 
mountain breezes of Brown Muir in a snug corner shut off from the surrounding country.  It is 
complete in and of itself; compact and fresh with a cleanliness that can only be attained in 
Highland air." 
Status:    Inactive/Closed & Dismantled in 1985 
House Style:  Coleburn Distillery 
Water Source:   A calcium rich spring nearby (Production); Glen Burn (Cooling). 
2 Pot Stills:   1 Wash @ 18,185-L, 1 Spirit @ 14,548-L 
Condensers:   Shell-and-tube 
Capacity:   1-Mlpa per year 
Warehouse:   4,500 cask capacity 
Blend Partners:  Jamie Stuart, Usher’s Green Stripe/OVS/DeLuxe & Stewart’s Finest Old. 
Notations:   (1) This distillery is hidden in a valley between an old railway track and the road 
from Elgin to Rothes. The distillery was built directly over an old well.  The well supplied the 
water for production of the whisky while the water for running the watermill and cooling the 
condensers was extracted from the adjoining Glen Burn. Yet the most important factor was the 
railway line, which was used to ship in barrels and barley as well as to ship out the finished 
product. Due to Coleburn’s proximity to the railway line people assumed that the distillery 
would never close, yet the track closed in 1966 and the distillery in 1983.   (2) Situated at 
Longmorn, six miles from Elgin on the road to Rothes. 
 
Legal Name of Distillery:   Coleburn Distillers Ltd. 
Owner (Parent):   Scottish Malt Distillers Ltd., 1930/UDV, 1984 (Diageo plc, 1997) 
Distiller Licensee:   J. & G. Stewart Ltd. 
US Importer:   N/A 
Altitude:   54-m MSL (178-feet above mean sea level) 



 

North Port Distillery 
Brechin, Angus 
SCOTLAND  DD9 7PA 
 
Pronunciation:   Just as it appears 
Translation:   ‘town gate’ (The ancient Gaelic word for ‘port’ referred to a town-gate. The town 
of Brechin dates back to 1150 when its cathedral was endowed by King David I.) 
Slogan:   "A great single malt by any one of our many names"  
Established:   1820 (as ‘Townhead Distillery’) 
Date of First Distillation :   1820 
Date of Last Distillation:   May 1983 
Founder:   David Guthrie with his brothers John and Alexander. Later Guthrie, Martin & Co. and 
then Guthrie, Martin & Ltd.  David established Brechin’s first bank and was its Provost. 
Region (District):   Highlands (Eastern) 
Neighbors:   2 existing: Glencadam & Fettercairn; and 2 demolished: Glenesk & Lochside. 
Location:   Situated along the river South Esk in Montrose and close to the North Sea. 
Status:   Inactive/Mothballed in 1983 and Demolished in 1993 
Barley:   Sourced from local farms 
Water Source:   Sources from the Grampian Mountains (Production); a small burn that runs by 
the distillery (Cooling). 
Peat Source:   Bogs at the foot of the Grampian Mountains. 
Stills:   2 Pot Stills 
OB’s:   In the early 1980s, subsidiary John Hopkins & Co. bottled it as SM for Italian market.  
There were no other official bottlings.  
Blending Role:   Single Malt: 1%, Blends: 99% 
Blend Partners:   Old Parr, White Horse and Johnny Walker. 
Former Names:   Townhead Distillery (1820); Brechin Distillery (1825); North Port Distillery 
(1939). 
 
Legal Name:   Brechin Distillers Ltd. 
Owner:   Distillers Company Ltd. (DCL), 1922 (Diageo plc) 
Distiller Licensee:   Mitchell Brothers, Ltd. (Glasgow, Scotland) 
 



 

St. Magdalene Distillery 
Linlithgow, West Lothian 
SCOTLAND  EH49 6AQ 
 
Pronunciation:   ‘MAG-da-lean’ 
Translation/Origin:   The distillery was founded on the lands of Saint Magdalene's Cross - the 
former site of the Saint Magdalene Hospital which treated lepers  -  in the ancient royal burgh 
of Linlithgow. 
Region (District):   Lowlands (Central) 
Established:  1798 
Founder:   Adam Dawson.  In 1797, Dawson was granted a distiller license, thus establishing 
Linlithgow as one of the first registered (legal) distilleries. 
Date of First Distillation:   1798-1799 
Date of Last Distillation:   1983 
Status:   Inactive/Closed in 1983 & Demolished in 1994. 
Location:  On the main road between Edinburgh and Glasgow, the original buildings of this 
closed distillery are on the Glasgow to Edinburgh railway line at the eastern end of Linlithgow, 
by which name its malt is sometimes known as.  Its location was greatly enhanced by the 
opening of the Union Canal between the two cities in 1822 and arrival of railroad service in 
1842.  The site had several uses before it became a distillery in 1798. It was originally a hospital 
opened in the 12th Century used to treat lepers. It was then converted in to a convent known 
as St Magdalene convent or Lazar House.   
House Style:   Perfumed and grassy, this is a fine Lowland to mourn over. 
Water Source:   The town of Linlithgow’s water supply which originated in Loch Lomond.  The 
distance between Loch Lomond and the is circa 65-km or 40-miles (Production);  the Union 
Canal (Cooling). 
4 Pot Stills:   2 Wash, 2 Spirit 
Warehouses:    19 dunnage warehouses (including a brick WH of enormous proportions)/ 
Capacity:    2.0-Mlpa per year 
OBs:   I could have any.  Some IB expressions are available and become scarce. 
Blending Role:   Single Malt:  1%, Blends:  99%. 
Former Names:   “Linlithgow Distillery”  
Notations:   (1) Mary Queen of Scots was born in Brechin in 1542.  (2) The former Managing 
Director was Colonel Ramage Dawson, the owner of coffee plantations in Ceylon, as estate in 
Kinross-shire and commanded the Haddington Artillery.  Dawson died in 1892.  (3) The quality 
of Linlithgow’s water was commemorated in poetry:  “Linlithgow for wells, Glasgow for bells, 
Peebles for clashes and lees, And Falkirk for beans and peas.”  (4)  The distillery was built 
adjacent to an existing distillery known as Bonnytoun (at one time there was 5 licensed 
distilleries in Linlithgow). The owner of Bonnytoun bought St Magdalene around 1800 and 
shifted his emphasis onto St. Magdalene, as it was the more successful of the two distilleries. So 
successful was it that expansion followed Bonnytoun was absorbed into one big complex.  In 
1914, the distillery became one of the original 5 distilleries (Glenkinchie, Clydesdale, Grange 
and Rosebank) that merged to form the Scottish Malt Distillers (SMD).  St. Magdalene closed in 
1983 and has been converted into flats. 
 
Legal Name:   Lothian Distillers Ltd. 
Owner:   Distillers Company Ltd. (DCL), 1912 / Scottish Malt Distillers (SMD), 1912 (Diageo plc) 
Distiller Licensee:   John Hopkins & Company, Ltd. 



Rosebank Distillery 
Camelon Road, Falkirk, Stirlingshire 
SCOTLAND FK1 5BW 
 
Pronunciation:   (just like it looks)  
Translation (Origin):   The name arises from the roses that grew between the banks on either side of the Forth-
Clyde Canal. 
Slogan:    “To leave no nose upturned” & “The Queen of the Lowlands” 
Region (District):   Lowlands (Central)  
Neighbors:   Glenkinchie, St Magdalene (closed), Glen Flagler (closed) 
Established:  1840 (some say 1798).  John Smeaton built the original brewery in circa 1768-1773.  In 1798, the 
Stark brothers operated a distillery by the name of Rosebank in the vicinity, but the exact location of that 
distillery is unknown and likely at a different location.  In 1817, James Robertson was running that original 
Rosebank distillery.  In 1840, at the subject site, James Rankine bought the existing brewery (established in 
1798) and converted it into the Rosebank Distillery in the same year of 1840.  It is important to note that many 
distillery facilities began life as a brewery or grain mill.  in 1917, ownership was acquired by Scottish Malt 
Distillers Ltd. (SMD) which ultimately closed it in June 1993. 
 
 

 
 

 
Status:   Closed in 1993; In 2012, Arran Brewery has purchased the property (Still House remains intact) which 
it will convert into a brewery; Other structures, beginning in 2007, have been demolished.  
Location:  Rosebank distillery is located beside the Forth-Clyde Canal at Camelon, on the northern outskirts of 
the industrial town of Falkirk and 20-miles west of Edinburgh Airport (EDI, to my fellow pilots).  
House Style:  A triple-distilled light and aromatic apéritif, often with a pretty, floral character. 
Water Source:  Carron Valley Reservoir via the Bantaskine tract, a public water supply (for Production); the 
Clyde Canal which bordered the distillery (for Cooling).  
Peat Source:   A moss bog about 6-km (3¾-miles) from the distillery. 
Malt Mill:   Its malt (malted barley) was crushed to grist by an old Robert Bobby Mill, which was purchased 
from Port Ellen Distillery in 1932 and overhauled in 1983.  
Mashtun:   The mash tun was from cast iron a copper top and with a capacity of 8.8-mt (metric tons).  In full 
production, 8 mashes a week were made with its mashing cycle requiring 9-hours. 
8 Washbacks:  There were 8 wooden was backs made from Scottish larch, with a capacity of 16,000-L each. 
(WB’s are typically charged at 75% and have overhead ‘switcher’ to knock down the foam (especially if they 



use brewery yeast which is both faster acting, top focused and more robust than distillers yeast; ale yeast is 
quicker acting than beer yeast whereas both are faster than distillers yeast).  A majority use a combination of 
brewers and distillery yeast; most buy commercial strains (dry, cream or liquid) rather than use proprietary 
strains. 
3 Pot Stills:  1 Wash @ 13,500-L; 1 Intermediate @ 6,800-L; 1 Spirit @ 13,500-L. 
Dx2.5 Distillation Method:   Rosebank practiced the two and a half distillation regime, and Rosebank had 3 
onion-shaped stills, converted to indirect heating from oil-firing to steam coils in 1970.   
Condensers:  Worm tubs. Cooling was done via worms submerged in Scottish larch tubs. 
Capacity:   1-Mlpa per year 
Output:   560,000-Lpa (1992, its last full year of production) 
 
 
 

 
The entry door to Rosebank’s bonded warehouse 

 
 
Parent-Owned Distilleries (28):  Auchroisk, Benrinnes, Blair Athol, Caol Ila, Cardhu, Clynelish, Cragganmore, 
Dailuaine, Dalwhinnie, Dufftown, Glen Elgin, Glen Ord, Glen Spey, Glendullan, Glenkinchie, Glenlossie, 
Inchgower, Knockando, Lagavulin, Linkwood, Mannochmore, Mortlach, Oban, Roseisle, Royal Lochnagar, 
Strathmill, Talisker & Teaninich. 
Parent-Owned Blends (Partial List):  Abbot’s Choice, Bell’s, Black & White, Buchanan’s, Bulloch Lade, Chequers 
de Luxe, Dimple (Pinch), Haig (Haig & Haig), J & B, Johnnie Walker, McCallum’s, Old Parr, Sanderson’s, Spey 
Royal, VAT 69, White Horse & Windsor Premier. 
Former Names:   Not applicable. 
Notations:   (1) SMD (Guinness) knew that Rosebank single malt was among the best in Scotland and must 
have not been eager to close it.  But the economic realty was that its production processes and equipment 
were not compliant with Scottish environment regulations and the remediation would have cost at least £3m 
(that was a lot of money in 1993 to the point that it would have been cheaper to build a new and larger 
distillery at a more desirable site).  Beyond the prohibited cost, Rosebank’s facility was too small, its 
production capacity inadequate (1-Mlpa per year) and landlocked by the canal with no available open land.  
Finally, the property was valuable and it made a lot more sense to sell it and invest the proceeds into building 
a new 3-Mlpa distillery at a better site.   (2)  Why do ‘they’ keep closing my favorites:  Linlithgow, Northport, 
Port Ellen, Port Charlotte, Glenugie, Caperdonich, Pittyvaich, Littlemill and Imperial? 
 
Management Team:   CEO:   Ivan Menezes (Diageo plc) 



Director-Whisky Outreach: Nicholas Morgan, Ph.D.  -  Master Blender:  Matthew Crow, Ph.D. 
Director-Malt Distilling:  Brian Higgs  -  Chairman:  Peter Lederer (Diageo Scotland Ltd) 
Managing Director:  David Cutter (International Supply Centre) 
Owner (Parent):   Diageo Scotland Ltd (Diageo plc) 
Distiller Licensee:   The Distillers Agency Ltd, subsidiary of United Distillers Ltd (Guinness plc) 
U.S. Importer:   Diageo North America, Inc. 
Altitude:   50-m MSL (164-feet above mean sea level) 
 
 

 

 
 



 

Glen Mhor Distillery 
Telford Street, Muirtown 
Inverness, Inverness-shire 
SCOTLAND  IV3 5LU 
 
Pronunciation:   ‘glen VHOR’ or ‘glen VAWR’ 
Translation/Origin:   Celtic for ‘Great Glen’ referring to the glen which is home to Loch Ness.  It 
runs circa 100-mile from Inverness to Fort William. 
Slogan:   “The Classic Highland Malt” 
Region (District):   Highlands (Northern) 
Established:   1892 (designed by architect Charles Doig). 
Date of First Distillation:   December 1893 
Date of Last Distillation:   1983   
Founder:   John Birnie in partnership with James Mackinlay (the Leith blending house).  Its first 
distillery manager was John Birnie (the former manager of the nearby Glen Albyn distillery who 
left after failing to gain shares in that company).   
Region (District):   Highlands (Northern) 
Neighbors:   Glen Albyn, Millburn, Glen Ord and Royal Brackla 
Status:   Inactive/Closed in 1983 (Demolished in 1986) 
Location:   The distillery was built with the intention of having easy access to the Caledonian 
Canal in Inverness (to compete against Glen Albyn) on the west side of the city of Inverness.  
House style: Sweet and aromatic, and often with an oily body 
Water Source:   Loch Ness 
Malt Source:   Saladin Box malt based on local barley from the Black Isle. 
Peat Source:   The peat source for the Glen Mhor distillery was the Isle of Orkney. 
2 Pot Stills:   1 Wash, 1 Spirit 
Warehouse:    Unknown 
Capacity:   1.0-Mlpa per year 
Blending Role:   Single Malt: 1%, Blends: 99%. 
OBs:   Official bottlings of Glen Mhor were not released during the operational life of the 
distillery.  However, 2 OBs have been released afterwards in the Rare Malts series:  the 1979 
vintage was released as a 22-yo bottled in 2001 and the 1976 vintage as a 28-yo bottled in 
2005.  In the 1990's independent bottlings were relatively easy to find including a number of 
Gordon & MacPhail versions.  These days, Glen Mhor has disappeared from the retail 
marketplace and may be obtained from auctions and private collectors. 
Former Names:   None 
Notations:   (1)  In 1906, the company became a private limited company with Johnnie Walker 
and Sons Ltd taking a substantial shareholding and in 1920 the company acquired the Glen 
Albyn distillery and the two distilleries were operated in harmony.   (2)   Glen Mhor was the first 
Scottish distillery to convert from traditional floor maltings to mechanical maltings with Saladin 
Box method employed from 1954 to 1980.    (3)  In 1972, William Birnie (the son of John Birnie, 
then 80 years old) sold Glen Mhor and Glen Albyn to DCL.   (4)  The distillery was closed in 1983 
and has since been sold to make way for a shopping complex.   (5) Supplies for both Glen Mhor 
and Glen Albyn were delivered by sea. 
Legal Name:   Historic Scotland Ltd. (Previously: Inverness Distillers Ltd.) 
Owner:   Historic Scotland Ltd. (sold in 1986 by: SMD,  since 1929 / (DCL/Diageo plc)) 
Distiller Licensee:   N/A (Previously:  Scottish Malt Distillers Ltd.) 
Altitude:  24-m MSL (79-feet above mean sea level) 



 

Dallas Dhu Distillery 
Mannachie Road, Forres 
Moray 
SCOTLAND  IV36 2RR 
 
Pronunciation:   DALLAS ’doo 
Translation/Origin:  Dai leas dubh which in Gaelic is for ‘black water’ or ‘the field by the black 
waterfall’ 
Established:   1898 
Founder:   Alexander Edward made plans for Dallas Dhu Distillery on his own land and sold the 
rights to Wright & Greig Ltd., the Glasgow blender.  It was designed by architect Charles Doig. 
Date of First Distillation:   May 29, 1899 
Date of Last Distillation:   March 1983 
Status:   Inactive/Closed:  1983 (Converted into museum by Historic Scotland in 1986) 
Region (District):   Speyside (Findhorn) 
Neighbors:   Benromach, Glenburgie, Miltonduff & Glen Moray. 
Location:   Situated on the Sanquhar Estate at the foot of the Romach Hills on the outskirts of 
the ancient market town and Royal Burgh of Forres, between Elgin and Inverness, in 
northeastern Scotland. There's an old town called Forres, about 26miles to the east on A96 
from Inverness.  The distillery stands on the hill about a mile to the south from the town and 
26-miles east of Inverness, the capital of the Highlands.  Unfortunately, spirit has not flowed 
through its stills since March 1983, and despite having suffered a similar period of dormancy in 
the 1930's and 40's, it looks as though Dallas Dhu's contribution to the world of whisky shall 
remain as a monument to past tradition (as it’s unlikely to ever resume operations). 
House Style:   Full bodied, with honey and chocolate as common aromas.  The whisky, which is 
increasingly becoming a collector's piece, is definitely one to buy and hold. 
Water Source:   Altyre Burn & Scouri Burn (Production); Blair’s Burn (Cooling). 
Barley Source:   Locally cultivated (Elgin-Forres area was known as the granary of Speyside) 
Mashtun:   1 traditional cast iron mashtun (3.32-ton) producing 13,000-L. 
Milling:   Out-sourced to Vickers Mill via a converted Robert Boby Mill 
Washbacks:   6 Oregon pine @ 17,000-L (quite large) 
4 Pot Stills:  2 Wash Stills @ 18,000-L, 2 Spirit Stills @ 17,400-L 
Condensers:   Worm tubs. 
Capacity:    750,000-Lpa 
Warehouse:   Unknown 
Blend Role:   Single Malts: 5%, Blended Scotch: 95% 
Blend Partner:   Roderick Dhu (so named for a character in Sir Walter Scott’s The Lady of the 
Lake) which was sold in the Australia, New Zealand and Indian markets -and- Benmore blend 
scotch. 
OBs:   Never bottled as an SM during the life of the distillery.  Diageo bottled under their Rare 
Malt series  in 1995 as a 24yo and in 1997 as a 21yo.  It is still available for numerous 
independent bottlers such as G&M, Duncan Taylor and Signatory. 
Former Names:   Dallasmore Distillery 
Notations:   (1)  The owner changed several times and it was closed in 1983 and Historic 
Scotland bought it in 1986.  It was reopened as distillery museum in 1988.  
Now all the structures are repaired neatly and they have many tourists.   (2) The parish and 
ancient church (kirk in Gaelic) were granted in 1279 to one William de Ripley who subsequently 
changed this name to ‘de Dallas’.  Dallas, Texas (my POB) was named after one of de Dallas’ 



descendants:  George Mifflin Dallas, U.S. vice president (1845). 
 
Legal Name:   Forres Distillers Ltd. 
Owner (Parent):   DCL, 1929 (Diageo plc) 
Distiller Licensee:   Forres Distillers Ltd. 
Altitude:   38-m MSL (125-feet above mean sea level) 



 

Ladyburn Distillery 
Grangestone Industrial  Estate 
Girvan, Ayrshire 
SCOTLAND 
KA26 9PT 
United Kingdom 
 
Pronunciation:   LADY-burn (Just like it appears) 
Translation/Origin:  Named for a local burn. 
Established:   1966 
Founder:   Wm Grant & Sons, Ltd. 
Date of First Distillation:   1966 
Date of Last Distillation:   1975 
Status:   Inactive/Closed:  1975 (Demolished in 1976) 
Region (District):   Speyside (Findhorn) 
Neighbors:   Benromach, Glenburgie, Miltonduff & Glen Moray. 
Location:   The distillery was situated within the Girvan Grain Distillery complex along Ailsa Bay 
which overlooks the isles of Arran and Ailsa Craig.  The site was chosen for its good water 
source, the availability of labor, inexpensive transportation options (sea and rail), and proximity 
to the blending halls in the central belt (between Edinburgh and Glasgow).  Ladyburn was very 
compact and one man could run the entire operation from mashing to distilling from its 
computerized control room. 
House Style:   Perfumed and dry, and best drunk as an aperitif.   
Water Source:   Penwapple Reservoir adjacent to the distillery complex. 
Washbacks:   6 stainless steel WBs 
4 Pot Stills:  2 Wash Stills, 2 Spirit Stills 
Condensers:   S/S condensers. 
Capacity:    1.75-Mlpa per year 
Warehouse:   40+ on-site racked and palletized warehouses shared with Girvan. 
Blend Role:   Single Malts: 1%, Blended Scotch: 99% 
Blend Partner:   Grant’s blends 
OBs:   Over the years, a handful of 'official' single malt whiskies were bottled by WGS.  
Currently, there is still some availability for numerous independent bottlers such as Signatory 
and Wilson & Morgan (labeled under the name of “Ayrshire”) due to WGS’ “teaspooning” policy 
in regard to bulk sales of their SM not protected by brand control excluding the use of the 
distillery’s name on IB bottles, labels and/or packaging.  Ayrshire is the name of the distillery’s 
council area of governance. 
Former Names:   The single malt is called both ‘Ayrshire’ and ‘Royal Ayrshire’. 
Notations:   (1)  Ladyburn Distillery built to secure the supply of fillings for the blends of William 
Grant & Sons.  However, its plant and equipment proved completely inadequate to provide the 
ever-increasing malt spirit requirement for Grant’s Blended Scotch.  It was eventually replaced 
in 2007 by Alisa Bay malt distillery which was virtually a copy of Balvenie Distillery’s plant and 
equipment.  This resulted in a 6-Mlpa a year distillery whose single malt is unlikely to be bottled 
as a single malt official bottling.   (2)  This makes Ladyburn the malt whisky distillery with the 
shortest history in all Scotland; it was operational for less than a decade.  For that reason, 
Ladyburn has captured the interest of malt whisky collectors.  That being said, most of the 
expressions I've tried so far all scored well in the 80's.  Many 'high profile' distilleries can't boast 
about results like these, so it would seem that Ladyburn is one of the few obscure distilleries 



that actually produced malt whiskies that were worth hunting down. However, bottlings are 
just so rare that you'll probably never find more than a dozen different expressions.   (3)  
Ladyburn and Kininvie (its sister distillery Kininvie built next to Balvenie and whose single malt 
bottlings even harder to find). Incidentally, the history of both distilleries is quite similar.  Both 
were founded by WM Grant & Sons, both were not traditional malt whisky distilleries with their 
own sets of buildings and equipment, and both were abandoned after just a few years. 
 
Legal Name:   Ayrshire Distillers Ltd. 
Owner (Parent):   William Grant & Sons Ltd. 
Distiller Licensee:   Ayrshire Distillers Ltd. 
Altitude:   38-m MSL (125-feet above mean sea level) 

 
 



Glenlochy Distillery 
North Road 
Inverlochy, Fort William, Inverness-shire 
SCOTLAND PH33 6TQ 
 
Pronunciation:   Glen-LOCK-ee 
Translation (Origin):   The distillery gets its name from the Lochy River that flows through the town of Fort 
William at the foot of Ben Nevis mountain. 
Slogan:    “Gone but not forgotten!”  
Region (District):   Highlands (Western)  
Neighbors:   Ben Nevis, Nevis (demolished) & Oban 
Established:  1898.   
Founder:  Glenlochy was founded by David McAndie a native of Nairn.  
Date of First Distillation:   April 4, 1901 (after a 3-year build-out). 
Status:   Closed (1983)/Partially Demolished (1992).  Its life was 85-years (1898-1983).   
Location:  Glenlochy distillery is in the middle of the town of Fort William which is also in the middle of the 
West Highland. The building complex stands on the banks of the river Nevis, in the shadow of Ben Nevis (the 
highest mountain range in the UK), 2-miles north of Fort William and close to The West Highland Railway.   
House Style:   Creamy, fruity and often a little peaty. Try it while you still can! 

 
 
 

  
 
Water Source:  Process-and cooling water was the River Nevis. 
Peat Source:   Local peat from Fort William. 
Malt Source:   Glen Ord Maltings, a commercial maltster, since 1984. Glenlochy cease its floor maltings in 
1968.  From 1962 until 1984, Glenlochy purchased a portion of its malt requirement from the Lochaber 
Maltings, located at and owned by its neighbor, Nevis Distillery. 
Malt Mill:   1 Robert Bobby Mill, twin-roller. 
Mashtun:   Its mashtun had a capacity of 5-tons and there were 9 mashes per week. 
4 Washbacks:  There were 4 wooden was backs made from Oregon pine, with a capacity of 29,000-L each. 
(WB’s are typically charged at 75% and have overhead ‘switcher’ to knock down the foam (especially if they 



use brewery yeast which is both faster acting, top focused and more robust than distillers yeast; ale yeast is 
quicker acting than beer yeast whereas both are faster than distillers yeast).  A majority use a combination of 
brewers and distillery yeast; most buy commercial strains (dry, cream or liquid) rather than use proprietary 
strains. 
2 Pot Stills:  1 Wash @ 14,580-L; 1 Spirit @ 14,380-L. Both were onion-shaped, indirectly fired. 
Dx2 Distillation Method: Glenlochy practiced the double distillation.   
Condensers:  Cooling was done by shell-in-tube condensers, installed in 1962.  
Capacity:   1-Mlpa per year (1,000,000-Litres of pure alcohol) 
Output:   Unknown (1982) 
Parent-Owned Distilleries (28):  Auchroisk, Benrinnes, Blair Athol, Caol Ila, Cardhu, Clynelish, Cragganmore, 
Dailuaine, Dalwhinnie, Dufftown, Glen Elgin, Glen Ord, Glen Spey, Glendullan, Glenkinchie, Glenlossie, 
Inchgower, Knockando, Lagavulin, Linkwood, Mannochmore, Mortlach, Oban, Roseisle, Royal Lochnagar, 
Strathmill, Talisker & Teaninich. 
Parent-Owned Blends (Partial List):  Abbot’s Choice, Bell’s, Black & White, Buchanan’s, Bulloch Lade, Chequers 
de Luxe, Dimple (Pinch), Haig (Haig & Haig), J & B, Johnnie Walker, McCallum’s, Old Parr, Sanderson’s, Spey 
Royal, VAT 69, White Horse & Windsor Premier. 

 
 

 
Former Names:   Glenlochy-Fort William Distillery Company Ltd. 
Notations:    
 
(1) In 1920, the shares were sold to a group of English beer brewers and was probably the only time Glenlochy 
in use as a brewery (and, hence, the source of Glenlochy’s wash).  The brewery-distillery combination is not 
unusual.  Today, Sullivan’s Cove distillery’s wash is brewed to its specifications (which excludes the use of 
hoops) at the Hobart Brewery and tankered to the distillery twice a week. 
 
(2) In 1986, SMD application for demolition was rejected by the regional council.  In 1992, the property was 
sold to West Coast Inns Ltd (a hotel group) which obtained permission to demolish everything except the 
pagoda-roofed kiln which is designated as a historic building.  However, a number of its other buildings remain 
today: the manager house was converted into a guest house and its malting house into apartments.   
 



(3) First operational in 1901, the moment was ill-chosen to launch a new whisky distillery, as it was in the 
midst of the infamous “Pattison Crash” when the whisky industry went bust due to the massive fraud (Ponzi 
scheme which included the sale of young artificially colored whisky as aged whisky) conducted by the crooked 
Pattison brothers (Pattison of Leith).  The crisis ruined the whisky industry for decades and was the first in a 
series of events that hurt the industry for the next 50-years.  The Pattison crash was followed by the hectic 
war years of 1914-1918 (WWI) and 1939-1945 (WWII) during which Glenlochy was closed as all available 
barley supplies were used for bread and cereal production with any surplus used as livestock feed. Glenlochy 
was also closed from 1926 to 1937.  Glenlochy was mothballed in 1983, has been closed ever since and is 
unlikely to ever produce again.  In sum, Glenlochy was active only in 60 of its 85 year life span.  This short 
history doesn't make it the most short-lived malt whisky distillery of Scotland by a long shot, but neither is 
Glenlochy's track record very impressive. 
 
 
 
 

 
Glenlochy:  Stillhouse (left) and Malt Kiln (center) 

 
 
Management Team:   CEO:   Ivan Menezes (Diageo plc) 
Director-Whisky Outreach: Nicholas Morgan, Ph.D.  -  Master Blender:  Matthew Crow, Ph.D. 
Director-Malt Distilling:  Brian Higgs  -  Chairman:  Peter Lederer (Diageo Scotland Ltd) 
Managing Director:  David Cutter (International Supply Centre) 
Legal Name:   Glenlochy-Fort William Distillery Co. Ltd.  
Owner (Parent):  Distillers Company Ltd (DCL) & United Distillers & Vintners Ltd (UDV), since 1953 / Diageo 
Scotland Ltd (Diageo plc) 
Distiller Licensee:   D. & J. MacCallum Ltd., subsidiary of Scottish Malt Distillers Ltd. (“SMD”), the malt division 
of United Distillers & Vintners Ltd. (“UDV”), owned by Guinness (Diageo plc). 
U.S. Importer:   Diageo North America, Inc. 
Altitude:   10-m MSL (33-feet above mean sea level) 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 



 

Millburn Distillery 
Millburn Road, Inverness 
SCOTLAND 
IV2 3QX 
United Kingdom 
 
Pronunciation:   MILL-burn (Just like it appears) 
Translation/Origin: 
Established:   1807 (although the earliest documents are dated 1825 when James Rose and Alex 
MacDonald were its principals) 
Founder:   Mr. Welsh in 1807 (sixteen years before the passage of the Excise Act of 1823, which 
legalized whisky distillation.)  
Status:   Inactive/Closed: 1985 (Demolished: 1988) 
Region (District):   Highlands (Northern) 
Location:   One mile east of central Inverness, the capital of the Highlands, on the banks of Mill 
Burn and near Loch Ness.  The site is adjacent to the former Cameron Highlanders military 
barracks. 
House Style: 
Status:   Inactive/Closed: 1985 (Dismantle: 1988) 
Water Source:   Loch Duntelchaig which is fed by Mill Burn.  Apparently in 1876, the distillery 
started to use the municipal water supply to some extent and increasing thereafter due to 
urban growth around the distillery site. 
2 Pot Stills:   1 Wash Still, 1 Spirit Still 
Blending Role:   Single Malt: 99%, Blends: 1% 
OBs:   There were no SMs during its operational life.  Numerous SM have been subsequently 
released under the Rare Malt range including 1969 and 1975 vintages. 
Blend Partners:   VAT-69, Cabinet and Macleay Duff blended scotch and Mill Burn Vatted Malt. 
Former Names:   “Inverness Distillery” 
Notations:   (1) The oldest of the Inverness distilleries.   (2)  It came under the control of James 
Rose and Alexander MacDonald in 1825, but the company was sold off four years later.  In 
1853, David Rose acquired the distillery and transferred control to his son, George Rose, in 
1881. The younger Rose ran the distillery until 1892, when it was sold again to Andrew Haig & 
Co. In 1904, the distillery's name was officially changed to "Millburn" with the formation of the 
Millburn Distillery Company. In 1921, Millburn was acquired by Booth's Distillers Ltd. of London. 
The owners were able to rebuild and restore operation after a fire damaged the distillery in 
1922.  Millburn became part of the Distillers Company Ltd. family as a result of the 1935 merger 
of Booth's with William Sanderson & Co., which itself was purchased by DCL in 1937. DCL 
moved Millburn under the control of Scottish Malt Distillers Ltd in 1943.  Millburn was closed in 
1985, and in 1988 many of the buildings were demolished to allow for the property to be re-
developed. In 1989, a restaurant named "The Auld Distillery" was opened in one of the 
remaining Millburn buildings. 
 
Legal Name:   Millburn Distillery Ltd. 
Owner (Parent):   Scottish Distillers Company Ltd. (UDL/DCL/Diageo plc) 
Distiller Licensee:   MacLeay Duff (Distillers) Ltd. 
Altitude:   15-m MSL (49-feet above mean sea level) 



Pittyvaich Distillery 
Dufftown, Banffshire, Moray 
SCOTLAND   
AB55 4BR 
 
Pronunciation:  ‘PITTY-vaych’  
Translation:   ‘The Farm with the cattle shed’.  Pit is Pictish for a farmstead, place or land-holding; Vaich is 
Gaelic for byre (cattle shed, cattle-field or birchwood). 
Slogan:   The Accountant’s Dram (Last in, First out:  LIFO) 
Region (District):   Speyside (Dufftown)  
Neighbors:  Dufftown, Balvenie, Glendullan & Mortlach 
Established:  1974 
Founder:   The Pittyvaich distillery was purpose built by Arthur Bell & Sons (“ABS”) to provide malt whisky for 
its best-selling Bell’s Blend Scotch (which has been #1 in the UK for many years).  It was situated next to 
Dufftown Distillery (also then owned by ABS).  The 2 distilleries were operated in parallel and supported by an 
on-site dark grains plant. While Pittyvaich was producing, it was among the youngest distilleries in Scotland. 
 
 
 

 
Pittyvaich’s bonded warehouse complex was shared with Dufftown Distillery 

 
 
Status:   Closed (1993)/Demolished (2002).  Pittyvaich, mothballed since 1993, is unlikely to ever resume 
operations has Diageo usually opts to demolish closed distilleries rather than sell them to a third party (which 
becomes immediately becomes its competitor).  When it closed, its roofs were removed, as required by the 
government prior to termination of its distilling license.  Why? The distillery’s buildings had asbestos roofs and 
the government had given notice that it was going to require remediation.  About that time, Bell’s expansion 
of the Cameronbridge grain distillery (Edinburgh) came on-line and sealed the fate of Pittyvaich (it could 



barter grain for malt whisky).  Subsequently, Pittyvaich’s production was ramped down until it was finally 
dismantled and demolished. 
Location:   In 1974, Pittyvaich was the last distillery to be built in Dufftown, Moray.  It was situated next door 
to the Dufftown distillery on the grounds of Pittyvaich farm, in the Dullan Glen close to Mortlach church. The 
distillery was equipped with four stills that were exact replicas of those in its older neighbor.  Pittyvaich was 
built with the intention of operating it in tandem with Dufftown and the goal was to have Pittyvaich produce 
exactly the same spirit as Dufftown (which was missed badly or, depending on one’s perspective, goodly as I 
prefer the Pittyvaich style to that of Dufftown, which is a bit sweeter).  To that end, Pittyvaich’s four stills were 
exact replicas of the four employed at Dufftown, and the two distilleries shared the on-site warehouse 
facilities. 
House Style:  Fruity with an oily body and a lively spirit-y character.  As noted above, its spirit differed from 
that of Dufftown and there are people who will argue for both sides as to which is the better. 
Water Source:  Bailliemore & Convalleys springs 
Barley:   Various varietals.   
Malt Spec (phenols):   Unknown from my regular sources as well as the internet.  I believe that it used 
unpeated malt and that any phenols arose from sources other than its malted barley. 
Gristmill:   1 Robert Boby malt mill (4-roller)    
Mashtun:   1 semi-Lauter cast iron mashtun (10-ton)    
6 Washbacks:   6 washbacks @ 15,000-L each  
Fermentation:   65 hours 
4 Pot Stills:   2 Wash @ 15,300-L, 2 Spirit @ 13,100-L; steam coil fired.   
Casks:   Bourbon hogsheads and barrels (mainly refill) 
Warehouse:  Casks were relocated to Clynelish in 2004    
Vatting & Bottling:   A one of Diageo’s centralized facilities in the central belt.    
Capacity:   4.0-Mlpa -Mlpa per year    
Current Output:   None    
Owner (Parent):   United Distillers & Vintners Ltd “UDV” (Diageo plc - since 1997)   
Visitor Center:   No  
Tours:   No 
OB’s:   Pittyvaich single malt eventually did release an official bottling in 1991 (12-yr Flora & Fauna) and again 
in 2009 (Manager’s Choice, a single cask). Prior to the official bottling, a number of independent bottlers 
including G&M, Signatory Vintage and Cadenhead's. 
Blending Role:   1% Single Malt, 99% Blends 
Blend Partner:   Primarily Bell’s.  To a lesser degree:  Johnny Walker, White Horse and Old Parr. 
Parent-Owned Distilleries (28):  Auchroisk, Benrinnes, Blair Athol, Caol Ila, Cardhu, Clynelish, Cragganmore, 
Dailuaine, Dalwhinnie, Dufftown, Glen Elgin, Glen Ord, Glen Spey, Glendullan, Glenkinchie, Glenlossie, 
Inchgower, Knockando, Lagavulin, Linkwood, Mannochmore, Mortlach, Oban, Roseisle, Royal Lochnagar, 
Strathmill, Talisker & Teaninich. 
Parent-Owned Blends (Partial List):  Abbot’s Choice, Bell’s, Black & White, Buchanan’s, Bulloch Lade, Chequers 
de Luxe, Dimple (Pinch), Haig (Haig & Haig), J & B, Johnnie Walker, McCallum’s, Old Parr, Sanderson’s, Spey 
Royal, VAT 69, White Horse & Windsor Premier. 
Sister Distillery:   Dufftown Distillery fka Dufftown-Glenlivet distillery 
Former Names:   Pittyvaich-Glenlivet distillery 
Notations:   (1) Pittyvaich was a pioneering distillery in the sense that it was used mostly for carrying out 
testing of different distilling techniques and evaluating different types of Barley use in whisky distilling.  The 
distillery was built by Arthur Bell and Sons for the purpose of meeting the demand for their Bells whisky, 
where the Pittyvaich malt was used in the blend.  Towards the end of its life, Pittyvaich was used for the 
testing and production of Gordon's Gin.  Gin production at the site was successful and the volume produced 
was high.  It was the expansion at Cameronbridge distillery (1990) in Edinburgh that sealed the fate of 



Pittyvaich.  It lay on low production until 2002 when it was finally dismantled and demolished. Gordon’s Gin 
was distilled by Pittyvaich from 1994 to 2002. (2)  Throughout the mothball period, the distillery was also used 
as a pilot for testing different distillation techniques and the use of different barley varieties. (3) In 1993, 
Pittyvaich was mothballed due to over-capacity of Guinness. As the over-capacity continued to 2002, 
UDV/Diageo decided to dismantle the equipment and demolished the main distillery building.  In 2004, the 
WH and remaining structures were bulldozed. 
 
 

 
Malt Maniacs had this undated (pre-1994) photo of Pittyvaich’s former Still House 

 
 

Management Team:   CEO:   Ivan Menezes (Diageo plc) 
Director-Whisky Outreach: Nicholas Morgan, Ph.D.  -  Master Blender:  Matthew Crow, Ph.D. 
Director-Malt Distilling:  Brian Higgs  -  Chairman:  Peter Lederer (Diageo Scotland Ltd) 
Owner (Parent):   United Distillers & Vintners Ltd “UDV” (Diageo Scotland Ltd / Diageo plc) 
Legal Name of Distillery:   Banffshire Distillers Ltd 
Distiller Licensee:   Arthur Bell & Sons Ltd 
U.S. Importer:   Diageo North America, Inc. 
Altitude:   195-m MSL (640-feet above mean sea level)   
 



 

Banff Distillery 
Inverboyndie by Banff 
Aberdeenshire 
SCOTLAND  AB45 UK1  
 
Pronunciation:   ’Banf  
Translation:   Named after Banff Bay on which it is situated in the eastern Highlands. 
Established:   1863 
Founder:   James Simpson Jr. built Banff Distillery at Inverboyndie in 1863, about a mile from 
Banff, to replace a distillery of the same name which had been built in 1824. Originally Banff 
practiced triple distillation before converting to the more traditional double distillation method. 
Over the years Banff distillery has had its problems with fire, being damaged by a severe blaze 
in 1877.  
Region (District):   Highlands (Eastern) 
Location:   On Banff Bay in Inverboyndie. 
Neighbors:   MacDuff, Knockdue & Glenglassaugh (all located in the eastern Highlands) 
Status:   Inactive/Closed: 1983 (Demolished: 1986) 
House Style:   Sweet, grassy and sometimes smoky. 
Water Source:   Springs on Fiskaidly Farm (Production); Burn of Boydine (Cooling). 
3 Pot Stills:   1 Wash, 2 Spirit 
Notations:   (1) On August 16th 1941 a single enemy aircraft also bombed the site, hitting 
warehouse number 12. The Banffshire Journal reported that thousands of gallons of whisky 
were lost and it is said that Boyndie burn ran with so much whisky that farm animals became 
intoxicated, and the cows could not stand to be milked in the morning! In 1933 the distillery 
came under the ownership of SMD and was closed and demolished in 1983. Good supplies of 
maturing stock were left, which has allowed for several independent bottlings to be released. 
(2)   The first distillery to use the name "Banff" was built by James McKilligan & Co. in 1824 on 
Banff Bay in Inverboyndie.[2] In 1837, ownership was transferred to Alex Mackay, and then, in 
1852, to James Simpson Sr. and James Simpson Jr. In 1863, James Simpson Jr. built a new 
distillery, also in Inverboyndie. This distillery had better access to rail transport (via the Great 
North of Scotland Railway) and a better water source in the springs on Fiskaidly farm.  (3)  
Although the Banff distillery had dealt with fires and explosions in the past, a particularly bad 
fire damaged or destroyed much of the distillery apart from the warehouse on 9 May 1877. By 
October of the same year, Simpson had rebuilt the distillery and restored operation. He also 
then kept a fire engine on the premises. In 1921, Simpson's family sold a portion of the distillery 
to the London-based Mile End Distillery Company. In 1932, a subsidiary of Distillers Company 
Ltd. bought the entire distillery for £50,000, and stopped production immediately.  (4) On 
August 16, 1941, a Nazi Junkers (Ju-88) attacked the Banff distillery and destroyed warehouse 
No. 12.  Many whisky casks burned and a great deal of stock was lost. Farmers reported that 
the whisky had run into nearby water supplies and intoxicated the local animal population.  
Repair on the distillery started in the winter of 1941. In 1943, No. 248 Squadron RAF was 
moved to the site of the distillery and remained there until the end of the war.  After World 
War II ended, renovation on the Banff distillery began with the intent of restoring it to 
operation. While one of the stills was being repaired by a coppersmith on October 3, 1959, 
vapors inside were ignited and caused an explosion that destroyed the still and damaged part 
of the distillery.  The distillery's parent company was fined £15 for having violated safety 
regulations.  When renovation was finally complete, the distillery returned to operating status 
and continued to produce whisky until it was finally mothballed in 1983.  By the late 1980s, 



most of the distillery's buildings had been dismantled or demolished. The last warehouse was 
destroyed in a fire on 11 April 1991.   (4) Banff used a triple-distillation process until 1924.  (5) 
Banff is in the eastern Highlands as it is situated in Aberdeenshire.  Warning:  most sites 
incorrectly list it as a Speyside (Deveron).  Such classification is only available to 
Morayshire/Moray located distilleries.  Hence, Banff, Glendronach and Glenglassaugh are all 
HIGHLAND distilleries.  How can I be so sure?   Stuart Nickerson coached me on this fact 
   
Owner (Parent):   Distillers Company Ltd., 1932 (SMD/UDV/Diageo plc)  
Altitude:    11-m MSL (36-feet above mean sea level) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


